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Geothermal  resource  evaluation  was  accomplished  for the Baja  California  Peninsula  hydrothermal  sys-
tems. Numerous  geothermal  areas  were  identiﬁed  along  the  eastern  coast  of the  Peninsula,  which  are
related with  the  Gulf  of California  opening  process.  The  western  coast  presents  hydrothermal  activity  in
the northern  part related  with  regional  faults  like  the  Agua Blanca  Fault  nearby  Ensenada.  The  southern
part  of  the  Peninsula  also  has abundant  geothermal  resources  related  with  local  grabens.  The heat  inexico
aja California Peninsula
eothermal exploration
eothermal resource evaluation
eothermal reservoir assessment
olumetric-heat in place method
place  evaluation  was  accomplished  for ﬁve  geothermal  areas  where  geophysical  data  were  available  to
estimate  the  reservoir  volume.  The  minimum  calculated  potential  is more  than  400  MWe. There  are  still
more than  six  geothermal  prospects  with  calculated  temperatures  above  200 ◦C that  lack  reliable  infor-
mation on the reservoir  volume  and  would  increase  the geothermal  potential  of  the  Peninsula.  Surface
heat  loss  from  the  submarine  systems  reaches  more  than  6000  MWt.
© 2015  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd. This  is an  open  access  article  under  the CC  BY-NC-ND. Introduction
Since the early days of geothermal resources exploration in
exico, the Baja California Peninsula has been identiﬁed as a region
ith high potential (Fig. 1). Currently, this region is a major pro-
ucer of electricity based on geothermal energy, with two  ﬁelds
enerating up to 730 MW (Cerro Prieto and Las Tres Vírgenes;
uijano and Gutiérrez-Negrín, 2005). However, there is an urgent
eed to identify and assess the region’s geothermal areas for future
ommercial development. The aim of this paper is to review most
f the available information on those Baja California Peninsula
esources, including the geothermal prospects that presently are
ot economically viable using today’s technology; e.g., the subma-
ine resources. In the future, all these resources may  be feasible for
ommercial exploitation.
In the past, the conventional geothermal studies ignored many
reas of the Peninsula that today may  be considered for electricity
roduction or for direct utilization using recently developed tech-
ologies. Presently, the region’s electrical grid is not interconnected
ith the Mexican national grid, and the fuel used to supply elec-ricity to the local cities and towns is highly expensive. In addition,
ourism development has resulted in a signiﬁcant rise in popula-
ion and, consequently, to a great increase in energy and water
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demand. This led to the exploration for new geothermal resources
in the Peninsula, as well as to the evaluation of known and new
geothermal areas.
There are several reports and papers describing geothermal
springs or wells in the Peninsula (e.g., Vidal et al., 1978; Quijano,
1985; Prol-Ledesma and Ortega, 1988; Casarrubias-Unzueta and
Leal-Hernandez, 1994; Casarrubias-Unzueta and Romero-Rios,
1997; Portugal et al., 2000; Barragán et al., 2001; Prol-Ledesma
et al., 2004; López-Sánchez et al., 2006; Arango-Galván et al., 2011),
most are located on the northern coastal areas, while in the south-
ern part of the Peninsula, the geothermal activity occurs in the
central part and on the coast (Fig. 1). In addition, more recent
exploration work has generated data on new areas (Prol-Ledesma
et al., 2010). The presence of hydrothermal manifestations is not
restricted to areas with recent volcanic activity; it is also controlled
by regional faults that serve as channels for the deep penetration
of meteoric water in high heat ﬂow regions, which are related to
the intensive tectonism of the region.
The geothermal areas that have been recently explored are Ense-
nada (Punta Banda) in Baja California Norte (Arango-Galván et al.,
2011), and Bahía Concepción and Los Cabos in Baja California Sur
(Prol-Ledesma et al., 2004; López-Sánchez et al., 2006). Studies have
also been undertaken to unveil the geothermal resources in the
Wagner and Consag Basins of the Gulf of California (Fig. 1; Prol-
Ledesma et al., 2013); these investigations promote the sustainable
exploitation of submarine hydrothermal systems for energy pro-
duction with the use of new environmentally friendly technologies
(Hiriart et al., 2010). Here, we present most of the data available on
der the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Baja California Peninsula. Geological map  and geothermal areas: (1) Tijuana, (2) Mexicali Valley and Cerro Prieto; (3) Laguna Salada; (4) Ensenada; (5) San Felipe-Punta
Estrella; (6) Puertecitos-Valle Chico; (7) Wagner-Consag Basins; (8) Tres Vírgenes; (9) Guaymas Basin; (10) Bahía Concepción; (11) Comondú; (12) LaPaz; (13) Los Cabos; (14)
Alarcón  Basin. Location of the mapped areas from Vidal et al., 1978; Quijano, 1985; Casarrubias-Unzueta and Leal-Hernandez, 1994; Casarrubias-Unzueta and Romero-Ríos,
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he geothermal resources of the Baja California Peninsula, exclud-
ng the two geothermal systems that are already under commercial
xploitation; i.e., Cerro Prieto and Las Tres Vírgenes (Fig. 1).
Geochemical data on water samples from hot springs and wells
ere used to estimate deep temperatures, if partial or total equi-
ibrium was attained and, where available, geophysical surveys
ere analyzed to evaluate the presence and shape of the geother-
al  reservoir. The energy capacity of geothermal areas for which
eophysical data were available was estimated.
The geothermal areas here described are: Ensenada, Laguna
alada, Mexicali Valley, San Felipe-Punta Estrella-Valle Chico-
uertecitos, Bahía Concepción, San Siquismunde-El Volcán, Agua
aliente, El Centavito and Los Cabos. In addition, estimation of the
nergy discharge was attempted for active submarine geothermal
ystems, where heat ﬂow data have been reported; i.e., Wagner-
onsag, Guaymas and Alarcón Basins (Fig. 1).
. Methodology: geothermal resource assessmentThere are several methods to estimate the amount of energy
hat can be extracted from a geothermal ﬁeld (e.g., Cataldi and
ufﬂer, 1978; Mufﬂer, 1979). Presently, the most widely used is and Prol-Ledesma, 2006. Geology after Campa and Coney (1983) and Sedlock et al.
(1981a,b), Luhr et al. (1995), Martín-Barajas et al. (1995), Paz Moreno and Demant
mhoefer et al. (2002), Bigioggero et al. (1995), Bellon et al. (2006).
the volumetric-probabilistic method utilized by the U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey, which evaluates the heat content in the reservoir ﬂuids
and rocks (Williams et al., 2008), which requires to know the main
reservoir parameters; i.e., temperature, rock speciﬁc heat, depth,
effective porosity, permeability, ﬂuid circulation model (includ-
ing the recharge), predominant phase of the geothermal ﬂuid,
extraction technique, drilling cost, efﬁciency of electric energy
production, investment cost, energy cost, investment risk and envi-
ronmental restrictions. However, as we aim to evaluate the regional
geothermal potential and not the feasibility of a particular ﬁeld,
the parameters included in the evaluation will be restricted to the
following (Garg and Combs, 2010):
Reservoir area (km2),
Reservoir thickness (m),
Reservoir temperature (◦C),
Thermal recovery factor (max. 20%),
Volumetric heat capacity (average 2700 kJ/m3 K),
Reject temperature (min. 40 ◦C),
Overall conversion efﬁciency (45%),
Plant mean life (average 20–30 years),
Load factor (average 90%).
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Generally, application of the volumetric method in early explo-
ation stages relies on the estimated values of some parameters,
hich are based on the results of geochemical and geophysical
tudies.
A second method to evaluate the energy output of a geothermal
ystem relies on heat ﬂow data (Williams, 2005) or on the sum of
he energy discharged by the surface manifestations (hot springs,
umaroles, steaming ground, hot pools, mud  pools; Dawson, 1964).
In our study, we will apply the heat ﬂow evaluation method to
he submarine hydrothermal systems, as there are no geophysical
tudies available to determine reservoir dimensions. On the other
and, we will use the volumetric method to estimate the geother-
al  energy potential of subaerial and coastal geothermal systems,
here information is available on reservoir temperature, and geo-
hysical data allow calculating the geometrical parameters of the
eservoir.
. Geological setting
Three geological terranes (Fig. 1) are present in the Baja
alifornia Peninsula: Vizcaíno (Cochimi), Alisitos-Guerrero (Yuma),
nd Caborca (Seri) (Campa and Coney, 1983; Sedlock et al., 1993).
he Colorado Delta is an important geologic subdomain for geother-
al  exploration that shows evidence of the results of two important
rocesses, the thick sedimentary layers deposited by the Col-
rado River and the extensional activity present along the Gulf of
alifornia.
The Vizcaino Terrane is located in the western side of the Penin-
ula and outcrops at the Cedros Island, Vizcaino Peninsula and to
he south of the Magdalena and Santa Margarita Islands. It consists
f Mesozoic, ophiolite and island arc volcanics that are overlain by
retaceous forearc deposits (Sedlock, 2003)
The Alisitos-Guerrero terrane is an elongated terrain to the west
f the Peninsula formed by two subdomains: Jurassic-Cretaceous
olcanic sequence (Alisitos Formation) that contains pyroclastic
ows of rhyolitic to andesitic composition, sandstone, volcanic-
lastic shale and limestone in the western part, and Triassic-Jurassic
edimentary sequences to the east, which have been metamor-
hosed to green schist and amphibolite (Gastil et al., 1979).
hese units were intruded by a Cretaceous batholith ranging
n a gabbro–tonalite–granodiorite composition (Sedlock et al.,
993).
The southern portion of the peninsula presents the La Paz
rystalline complex (Campa and Coney, 1983) that is part
f the Guerrero terrane. In more recent publications Sedlock
t al. (1993) deﬁne this terrain as the “Los Cabos” inde-
endent geological domain (Pericu terrane). It consists of
eta-sedimentary and pre-batholitic meta-igneous rocks that
ere metamorphosed to amphibolite facies at the end of the Early
retaceous.
The Caborca Formation, located in the northeastern part
f the Peninsula, corresponds to the oldest rocks with ages
rom Proterozoic to Paleozoic consisting of gneisses and schists
rom marine sedimentary protoliths (Sedlock et al., 1993). The
lisitos and Caborca Formations present a slightly lithiﬁed sed-
mentary cover unaffected by the metamorphism (Gastil et al.,
975).
In the northeastern part of the Peninsula, an up to 5000 m thick
nconsolidated sedimentary column overlies the Caborca Terrane;
hese sediments have been deposited by the Colorado River during
he Pliocene to the Quaternary. In this area there are also Quater-
ary dacitic volcanic rocks from the Cerro Prieto Volcano, outcrops
f the pre-batholithic Caborca basement and batholithic rocks at
he Sierra Cucapá. The Colorado delta represents the continen-
al expression of active ocean spreading events that created the
iocene marine basement (Imperial Valley Formation).ermics 55 (2015) 39–57 41
3.1. Regional tectonics
The regional tectonics of Baja California is strongly related with
the geodynamic setting of the Gulf of California that formed young
oceanic basins, which are connected by transform faults. The open-
ing of the Gulf and the subsequent oceanic extension are the result
of a local reorganization of the movement of the tectonic plates.
During the Oligocene, the Farallon Plate was subducting under
the North American Plate (Atwater, 1970). A change in the tectonic
regime from subduction to extension occurred during Miocene
(16–12 Ma), with the formation of the Gulf of California and the
transference of the Baja California Peninsula from the North Amer-
ican Plate to the Paciﬁc Plate. This transference was completed
during Late Miocene through the Tosco-Abreojos fault system
(Angelier et al., 1981). Late in the Miocene, the Baja California
Peninsula was  already a microplate, and its movement with respect
to the North America Plate took place through normal fault sys-
tems of the Gulf of California Extensional Province (Fletcher et al.,
2007).
Since 5 Ma,  the East Paciﬁc Rise (EPR) propagated northwards,
forming several extensional centers connected by transform faults,
which extend up to the San Andreas Fault system (Lonsdale, 1989).
The active spreading centers in the Gulf of California coincide with
the deepest, graben-like depressions of the oceanic basins (Einsele,
1985). The deep basins are the sites of active submarine hydro-
thermal systems, which have been intensively studied, especially
the Guaymas Basin (Einsele, 1985). However, the shallow basins,
like the Wagner and Consag Basins (Fig. 1), may  host hydrothermal
systems that still have to be characterized (Prol-Ledesma et al.,
2013).
This geotectonic setting of the Peninsula favors higher than aver-
age heat ﬂow (Báncora-Alsina and Prol-Ledesma, 2006), and the
tectonic activity has also produced conditions for the occurrence of
numerous geothermal areas along the coasts (Vidal et al., 1978;
Barragán et al., 2001; Prol-Ledesma et al., 2004; López-Sánchez
et al., 2006). The presence of normal faults, common on both coasts
of the Peninsula, behave like ﬂow channels and allow meteoric
and/or seawater to penetrate deep into the crust and be heated
by the anomalously high geothermal gradient of the region. Due
to this extensional dynamic of the plates, normal NNW-SSE listric
faults systems have also developed along the coasts of the Penin-
sula. The evolution of some of these systems have produced bays
like Bahía Concepción and Bahía La Paz, and islands like Angel de
la Guarda (Fig. 1). Since the hydrothermal manifestations in the
region tend to be related with these fault systems, mapping has
been useful in ﬁnding geothermal manifestations (Báncora-Alsina
and Prol-Ledesma, 2008).
In the northern part of the Peninsula, the Cerro Prieto and Ense-
nada geothermal areas (Fig. 1) are associated with active faults
striking N40◦ W and N70◦ W (Cruz-Castillo, 2002). In the south,
the geothermal areas in Bahia Concepción and the manifestations
on the eastern coast are related to main fault systems trend-
ing N20–40◦ W and N0–10◦ W (Lira, 1984). The Las Tres Virgenes
geothermal ﬁeld (Fig. 1) is located in the intersection of NW–SE and
NE–SW fault systems (Lira, 1984).
3.2. Recent volcanic activity (post-Pliocene)
Neogene volcanism shows an evolution related to the
Peninsula’s subduction-extension stages. There are alkaline and
sub-alkaline lava ﬂows, less than 12 Ma  in age, covering 14–12 Ma
ignimbritic and andesitic rocks. In the last 10 Ma,  the volcanism has
been predominantly basaltic and andesitic with tholeitic afﬁnity. In
addition, calc-alkaline volcanism occurred as strato-volcanoes on
the eastern coast of the Peninsula (e.g., Las Tres Vírgenes volcanoes)
and calderas (La Reforma and Sierra Pinta).
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The most recent volcanic activity in the region has occurred in
1 volcanic centers along the Baja California Peninsula: Cerro Pri-
to, El Pinacate, San Quintin, Puertecitos, San Luis, Jaraguay, San
orja, Las Tres Vírgenes, Punta Púlpito, Mencenares and La Purísima
Fig. 1).
The Cerro Prieto volcano is located in the northern Peninsula,
pproximately 35 km south of the city of Mexicali. It is 223 m high,
ith a diameter of 300 m.  The dacitic lavas are the only surface
vidence of volcanic activity in the Cerro Prieto geothermal ﬁeld,
hich is the largest ﬁeld in exploitation in Mexico. Paleomagnetic
ata indicated that the volcanic activity had occurred between
00,000 and 10,000 years ago (De Boer, 1980). Nevertheless, a more
onstrained date inferred from 40Ar/39Ar dating was  obtained by
acías and Rocha (2013); they estimate that the volcanic com-
lex had an age of about 80,000 years. In addition, core samples
rom wells M-203 and GV-2 proved the presence of basaltic dikes
t depth (Quintanilla-Montoya and Suárez-Vidal, 1996).
The El Pinacate volcanic ﬁeld is located northeast of the Penin-
ula and comprises two main sequences; i.e., an older one that
ccurred between 1.7 and 1.1 Ma,  and a younger one (Pinacate
equence) that is 0.19 Ma  old, which consists of more than 400
onogenetic volcanic structures (maars and cinder cones) of
holeitic composition (Lynch, 1981a,b).
The San Quintin volcanic ﬁeld is mostly composed of mono-
enetic Pleistocene to Holocene lavas (Luhr et al., 1995). The rocks
re generally of intraplate basaltic composition with peridotitic and
ranulitic xenoliths (Aranda-Gómez et al., 2007).
The Puertecitos volcanic province is located along the northeast-
rn margin of the Peninsula and comprises of andesitic lava ﬂows
nd rhyolitic pyroclastic ﬂows with ages from 3.2 to 2.7 Ma  (Martín-
arajas et al., 1995). The whole province is cut by recent NW–SE
aults. Near the coast, the Pliocene volcanic rocks are affected by
ormal faults related to the region’s prevailing extensional tecton-
cs (Martín-Barajas and Stock, 1993).
The San Luis Island, a recent volcanic center located NW of the
uaymas Basin, extends over a 4.5 km2 area and has a maximum
levation of 180 m.  The composition of the volcanic rocks varies
rom basaltic andesite to rhyolite, and were erupted in the Quater-
ary during a short period (Paz Moreno and Demant, 1999).
The Jaraguay and San Borja volcanic ﬁelds are located in the
entral part of the Peninsula. They include lava ﬂows and hundreds
f scoria cones with ages from 5 to 0.5 Ma  (Calmus et al., 2003;
allares et al., 2008).
The Las Tres Vírgenes-La Reforma volcanic center is very impor-
ant from the geothermal point of view because of the geothermal
eld that has been under exploitation for more than 10 years
Portugal et al., 2000; Quijano and Gutiérrez-Negrín, 2003). The
enter includes three volcanic systems: La Reforma Caldera to the
ast, the Aguajito complex to the north and the Las Tres Vírgenes
olcanoes to the southwest; these structures were emplaced along
 NW–SE fault system. The ages of the magmatic activity vary from
.5 to 0.8 Ma  (López-Hernández et al., 1989) for La Reforma Caldera;
rom 0.7 to 0.45 Ma  for the Aguajito complex (López-Hernández
t al., 1993) and from 0.4 Ma  to the present for Las Tres Vírgenes
olcanoes (López-Hernández et al., 1995).
Punta Púlpito forms a small peninsula on the eastern coast,
2 km southeast of Bahía Concepción and 21 km north of Cerro
encenares. It is a Pleistocene (0.5 Ma)  obsidian dome (Umhoefer
t al., 2002). Nearby, there are several hydrothermal manifesta-
ions, being the most important the San Siquismunde and Los
olcanes areas.
The Pleistocene-Quaternary Mencenares volcanic complex
s located 30 km north of the town of Loreto; it includes the
encenares stratovolcano and several dacitic and rhyolitic domes
Bigioggero et al., 1995). There are two regional fault systems;
.e., lateral dextral NW–SE faults and the more recent normal N–Sermics 55 (2015) 39–57
faults that cross the volcanic complex and form a central graben
(Angelier et al., 1981).
On the southern part of the Comondú Province, the La Purísima
volcanic center presents cinder cones and lava ﬂows of basaltic and
andesitic composition with ages between 1.2 and 0.2 Ma  (Bellon
et al., 2006). All the structures are emplaced along NW–SE faults
that deﬁne a series of grabens and semi-grabens (Bellon et al.,
2006).
4. Major geothermal zones
4.1. Ensenada
The Ensenada geothermal area (32◦00′ N–31◦18′ N and
116◦45′ W–116◦15′ W)  is located south of the city of Ensenada
(Fig. 2). The hydrothermal manifestations that have been reported
are mostly subaerial hot and warm springs, hot water wells and
one site (Punta Banda) with submarine hydrothermal vents. The
outcropping rocks are sedimentary and volcanic units of the
Alisitos Formation, which are discordantly overlaid by siltstones
and sandstones of the Rosarito Formation. To the east, the Alisitos
Formation is intruded by granite–tonalites and gabbros that
correspond to the Cretaceous Peninsular Batholith (SGM, 1997).
The main active faults in the Ensenada area have a NW–SE
direction and are part of the San Andreas–Gulf of California fault
system. The most important one is the seismic active Agua Blanca
fault; several hydrothermal manifestations are associated with it
(Fig. 2). However, a group of faults with similar strike: El Descanso,
San Miguel and Tres Hermanos faults, present abundant hydro-
thermal manifestations (Cruz-Castillo, 2002; Beltrán-Abaunza and
Quintanilla-Montoya, 2001).
The surface manifestations in the area, as reported by Vidal et al.
(1978), Álvarez-Rosales (1993), Beltrán-Abaunza and Quintanilla-
Montoya (2001) and Arango-Galván et al. (2011), are grouped in
three locations (Fig. 2): (1) Punta Banda (T = 55–108 ◦C) related to
the Agua Blanca fault and associated fault systems; (2) Ejido Urua-
pan and Valle de Santo Tomás (T = 40–60 ◦C) also related with the
Agua Blanca and Santo Tomás faults; (3) a group east of Ensenada
City which includes the San Carlos and Las Pocitas hot springs that
are related to the El Descanso Fault (T = 43–48 ◦C).
The largest and hottest manifestations are located mostly on
the northern coastal area of Punta Banda and on the seaﬂoor. The
temperatures of the hot spring and hot well waters are between
40 and 74 ◦C; the pH varies from 6.3 to 8.4. Submarine vents occur
at 20–30 m depth, reaching temperatures of 109 ◦C (Vidal et al.,
1978). The location and the chemistry of the vents do not provide
any evidence to relate them with a magmatic source. Isotopic data
suggest that the vent waters are a 1:1 mixture of local meteoric
water and “old” seawater.
Geochemical data on the Ensenada’s region surface manifes-
tations waters have been reported by Vidal et al. (1978, 1981),
Álvarez-Rosales (1993) and Arango-Galván et al. (2011). Silica
geothermometric temperatures (Fournier et al., 1982) on the hot
springs vary from 120 to 140 ◦C, while the calculated value for the
submarine vents is 126 ◦C (Arango-Galván et al., 2011). The ther-
mal  waters are in partial equilibrium and the highest temperature
calculated with Giggenbach’s geothermometer (1988) is 214 ◦C for
the Punta Banda submarine spring. The temperatures calculated
for the hot springs located in the Punta Banda area vary between
153 and 188 ◦C (Na/K geothermometer; Giggenbach, 1988), and the
maximum value for the shallow hot wells is 195 ◦C, which coincides
with the Na/K geothermometric temperature (Giggenbach, 1988)
of the thermal end member calculated for the intertidal springs
(Arango-Galván et al., 2011).
Geophysical surveys have been used to deﬁne the area’s regional
and local geologic structures, especially those of the Agua Blanca
C. Arango-Galván et al. / Geothermics 55 (2015) 39–57 43
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CFig. 2. Ensenada area. Simpliﬁed geological map. Dark circles: surfac
ault system (González and Suárez, 1984; González-Fernández
t al., 2000; Pérez-Flores et al., 2004; Luján and Romo, 2010;
rango-Galván et al., 2011). All these geophysical studies demon-
trate the relation of the surface manifestations with the Agua
lanca Fault; most occur at the intersection of the Fault with more
ecent faults (Fig. 3).
Since there was interest of developing the geothermal system
or the local community, the geoelectrical survey focused on the
hallow parts of the Punta Banda geothermal system. The observed
nomalies conﬁrmed the presence of a shallow reservoir having a
aximum area and thickness of 123,000 m2 and 65 m,  respectively,
s shown in Table 1 (Arango-Galván et al., 2011).
.2. Laguna SaladaThe Laguna Salada is a NW–SE oriented basin located in the
ortheastern part of the Baja California Peninsula, 30 km west of the
erro Prieto geothermal ﬁeld (Fig. 1). It is aligned with the Sierra deifestations (after Beltrán-Abaunza and Quintanilla-Montoya, 2001).
Juárez to the west and the Sierras Cucapá and El Mayor to the east
and southeast, respectively. The geothermal area is constrained by
the coordinates 32◦00′–33◦30′ N and 115◦25′–115◦40′ W (Fig. 4).
There are three main geological units in the Laguna Salada area:
granitic and metamorphic rocks in the Sierra de Juárez, and Ter-
tiary volcanic rocks outcropping to the southwest, and overlying
the granitic rocks of the Sierra de La Tinaja (Fig. 4). Granitic and
metamorphic rocks predominate in the Sierra Cucapá and Sierra
Mayor, in the region’s eastern and southern parts. Two NE–SW and
NW–SE fault systems predominate in the area (Fig. 4) and the hot
springs are commonly located on the fault traces. Four hot springs
(Fig. 4) have been reported in the area; i.e., Can˜ón de Guadalupe and
El Tajo on the eastern side of Sierra de Juárez, and Laguna Norte and
Agua Caliente in the western side of the Sierra Cucapá (Tello and
Tovar, 1993).
Three deep exploration wells (ELS-1, ELS-2 and ELS-3; Fig. 4)
were drilled with a maximum temperature of 126 ◦C at a depth
of 2390 m.  The lithological column deﬁned by well LS-1 shows
44 C. Arango-Galván et al. / Geothermics 55 (2015) 39–57
Fig. 3. Ensenada area. Review of the geophysical studies (after Pérez-Flores et al., 2004; Luján and Romo, 2010).
Table 1
Reservoir parameters for ﬁve of the geothermal prospects in the Baja California Peninsula and their estimated geothermal potential. Calculated energy output corresponds
to  10%, 50% and 90% probabilities in Monte Carlo simulation.
Manifestation Estimated area (m2) Thickness (m)  Volume (km3) Reservoir temperature (◦C) Energy output (MWe)
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Average Maximum 10% 50% 90%
Ensenada 123,000 50 65 0.006 0.008 153 184 214 1 1 1
Puertecitos 302,100 300 600 0.09 0.18 152 189 226 14 12 11
a
(
r
1San  Siquismunde 7,500,000 400 600 3 
El  Centavito 250,000 200 800 0.05 
Agua  Caliente 250,000 200 600 0.05 
 sedimentary package extending at least down to 1789 m depth
García-Abdeslem et al., 2001).
The water samples collected from the hot springs and the explo-
ation wells are of sodium-chloride composition (Tello and Tovar,
993). The temperatures calculated with Giggenbach’s (1988)4.5 197 210 222 454 443 432
0.2 178 185 191 16 15 14
0.15 162 164 165 10 10 9
geothermometer vary from 181 to 187 ◦C for the ﬁve samples that
show partial equilibrium.
CFE performed a magnetotelluric survey in Laguna Salada (1994)
that only produced an estimation of the maximum thickness of
the sedimentary package: 1.5 km at the northern area and at least
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FFig. 4. Laguna Salada area. Surface geology and location of e
 km for the south region. Further geophysical exploration by
arcía-Abdeslem et al. (2001) deﬁned the semigraben structure
hat contains the Laguna Salada geothermal area. These authors
sed gravity and magnetic data to establish 2700 m as a minimum
alue for the thickness of the sedimentary column (Fig. 5), which
orrelates well with the sedimentary sequence observed in well
S-1. However, no clear evidence of a geothermal reservoir was
evealed by these surveys since the sediments present very low
ig. 5. Laguna Salada area. Review of the results from geophysical studies (magnetic proﬁtion wells and springs (after García-Abdeslem et al., 2001).
electrical resistivity values and it is difﬁcult to establish whether the
low resistivities are due to a thermal anomaly or to the mineralogy
of the sediments.
Thus, no reliable “heat in place” calculation of the Laguna Salada
system is feasible with the present data because there is a signif-
icant uncertainty over the extension and volume of the potential
reservoir. However, this area remains an interesting prospect and
detailed geophysical studies should be done in the future.
les after Chávez et al., 2000; gravity proﬁle after García-Abdeslem et al., 2001).
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.3. Valle de Mexicali
The geothermal area that we deﬁne as Mexicali Valley includes
he geothermal manifestations located from the eastern side of the
ierra Cucapá to the western margin of the Colorado River (Fig. 6).
ote that the Cerro Prieto area is not discussed in this paper.
Geologically, this area is part of the Salton Basin, including the
an Andreas Fault System that marks the border between the Paciﬁc
nd North America Plates. The main faults are the Cerro Prieto, San
acinto, Imperial and Algodones faults; the thermal manifestations
n the valley are closely related to the last three faults (Puente and
e-La-Pen˜a, 1979). The most important sites are Tulechek and Riíto
Fig. 6), where signiﬁcant data on the thermal manifestations is
vailable. In both areas exploration wells were drilled (Lira et al.,
993; Carreón et al., 1995).
The Tulechek area is located east of the Sierra Cucapá.
he lithology is similar to that of the Cerro Prieto geothermal
eld; i.e., alluvial sediment predominate (Fonseca et al., 1981).
n exploration well reached the granitic basement (Cobo and
ermejo, 1982). The geothermal waters are predominantly of the
odium-chloride type. The estimated geothermometric tempera-
ures (Na/K geothermometer; Giggenbach, 1988) are between 178
nd 242 ◦C
Recent seismic activity (April 4, 2010; El Mayor-Cucapá earth-
uake, 7.2 mW)  created a new geothermal manifestation on they. Geothermal areas: (1) Tulechek; (2) Riíto.
southeastern foothills of the Sierra Cucapá (Álvarez-Rosales et al.,
2012); no geochemical data on them have been published yet.
The Riíto geothermal area (Fig. 6) is located in a large structural
basin at the southern end of the valley that, possibly; is the NW
continuation of the large geologic structures observed in the Gulf
of California. The sedimentary column in this area may  be 7 km
thick (Fonseca et al., 1981). Water samples were collected from
deep and shallow Riito wells (Barragán et al., 2001; Portugal et al.,
2005); only one sample from the deepest well (ER-3791 m depth)
is in equilibrium giving a Na–K geothermometric temperature
(Giggenbach, 1988) of 221 ◦C.
Numerous geophysical exploration studies have been carried
out in the Mexicali Valley. After the success of the ﬁrst geophysical
studies to locate the production area in the Cerro Prieto ﬁeld (Razo
and Fonseca, 1978; Razo and Arellano, 1978; Díaz and Arellano,
1979), gravity, magnetic, resistivity and seismic studies were
performed to get a deeper insight into the regional structures
(Fonseca et al., 1980; Campos Enriquez et al., 1984; CFE, 1984;
Lippmann et al., 1984).
Gravity data showed that the Cerro Prieto fault extended down
to the southern part of Riíto. The integration of the data from
magnetic, seismic and electrical surveys (Campos Enriquez et al.,
1984) allowed to identify intense fracturing and fracture zones
east of the Imperial Fault. These zones are related to thermal
anomalies in the areas of Nayarit, Aeropuerto, Guadalupe Victoria
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nd Riíto at approximately 4000 m depth (Romero and Espinosa,
985). These anomalies deﬁne areas that are smaller than Cerro
rieto; i.e., they extend over less than 10 km2 and the thickness of
he highly conductive layer could vary between 500 and 3000 m
Fig. 7).
The uncertainty in the size of the anomalous areas does not allow
stimation of their geothermal potential. More information will be
eeded to calculate reliable reservoir volumes.
.4. San Felipe–Punta Estrella–Valle Chico–Puertecitos
The San Felipe, Punta Estrella, Valle Chico and Puertecitos
eothermal areas are all located in the northeastern part of the
eninsula. There are hot springs along the coast from San Felipe
own to Puertecitos. In addition, subaerial hot springs occur in Valle
hico, west of the Sierra San Felipe (Fig. 8).ical studies (Fonseca et al., 1981; CFE, 1984; Campos Enriquez et al., 1984).
Here, the metamorphic basement and batholithic intrusions
were eroded during the Eocene and the Oligocene, the sediments
and conglomerates that were generated are overlain by 19–12 Ma
old basaltic ﬂows and the San Felipe Tuff (Seiler et al., 2010). Later
on, these units were covered by sediments, which are interlayered
with Pleistocene volcanic rocks (Seiler et al., 2010).
In San Felipe important NE–SW and NW–SE strike-slip faul-
ting occurs in the area closest to the hydrothermal manifestations.
These faults extend to the west crossing the alluvial deposits and
the sierras. The predominating structures are low-angle strike-slip
faults (e.g., Amarillo, Huatamote, Santa Rosa and Cuevitas faults)
forming several en-echelon semi-grabens that have been ﬁlled with
tuffs and other sediments (Seiler et al., 2010; Fig. 8). The coastal
springs area of San Felipe presents intense brecciation; the frag-
ments, which vary in size from centimeters to more than a meter,
are cemented by a mixture of opaline silica and calcite.
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alle  Chico-Puertecitos (after Seiler et al., 2010).
The geophysical studies carried out by Slyker (1970) in the San
elipe area consisted of magnetic and gravity surveys in the valley
etween the sierra and the coast (Fig. 8). Gravity data indicate NW
egional lineaments that deﬁne the lateral borders of the valley; i.e.,
ormal faults like the San Pedro Martir fault. Several vertical electric
oundings were obtained to assess the hydrogeological potential
f a small area in the coastal valley (CONAGUA, 2008). The results
ndicate a shallow aquifer that extends throughout the valley, but
re not sufﬁcient to deﬁne the geometry and volume of the reservoir
n the San Felipe geothermal area.
The waters of the San Felipe and Punta Estrella thermal springs
nd wells are in partial chemical equilibrium, and the calculated
emperatures with the Na/K geothermometer (Giggenbach, 1988)
ary from 124◦ to 254 ◦C.
The Puertecitos area (Fig. 8) presents a thick sequence of
iocene-Pliocene volcanic rocks, which record the transition in
he tectonic regime from subduction to the opening of the Gulf
f California (Martín-Barajas et al., 1995). The youngest volcanic
ctivity corresponds to the andesitic lava ﬂows from the 2.6 Ma
ld Volcán Prieto (Fig. 8) located south of the town of Puertecitos.
he Puertecitos volcanic province is crossed-cut by normal NNE
nd NNW faults some of them show 1 to 2 m displacement (Abbott
nd Gastil, 1979)
Strong hydrothermal alteration occurs in the area between the
ntertidal springs and the Volcán Prieto, where intense siliciﬁcation
nd thick veins ﬁlled with opaline silica predominate. Minor clays
re present in the late veins that crosscut the thicker (up to 0.5 m
hick), older veins.ns and simpliﬁed geology, includes the geothermal areas: San Felipe-Punta Estrella,
In Puertecitos the intertidal manifestations are used for bathing.
The thermal waters are of the sodium chloride type, their temper-
ature is above 70 ◦C (the seawater temperature averages around
28 ◦C). The chemical composition of four samples was  reported by
Lynn (1978), Barragán et al. (2001) and Prol-Ledesma et al. (2010).
A maximum temperature of 228 ◦C was calculated with the Na/K
geothermometer (Giggenbach, 1988).
Flores-Luna et al. (1996) carried out electromagnetic surveys in
the Puertecitos area, which included 24 time-domain electromag-
netics (TEM) soundings, four magnetotelluric soundings and one
vertical electric sounding. The results indicate the presence of a
small, elongated and highly conductive body that may  correspond
to a geothermal reservoir. It runs in a NS direction for approximately
900 m and then turns in the EW direction for 500 m (Fig. 9). The
maximum area of the anomaly is about 0.3 km2, and its estimated
thickness is at least 300 m.  Because the surveys were performed
over a restricted area, one may  infer that the reservoir could be
larger.
The waters of the subaerial hot springs found at Valle Chico have
an average temperature of 63 ◦C are of sulfate-type composition,
and are alkaline (pH from 8.5 to 8.8; Barragán et al., 2001). The
Na/K geothermometer (Giggenbach, 1988) indicates temperatures
between 136 ◦C and 169 ◦C.4.5. Bahía Concepción
The Bahia Concepción geothermal area, located on the north-
eastern part of the state of Baja California Sur (Fig. 1), presents
C. Arango-Galván et al. / Geothermics 55 (2015) 39–57 49
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Fig. 10. Bahía Concepción area. Geological map  showing location of the hydro-
thermal vents and intertidal springs. (1) Alluvial deposits; (2) volcanic rocks: basalts,
dacites and rhyolites; (3) marine sedimentary rocks; (4) post-Comondú basalts andFig. 9. Puertecitos area. Results of electrom
ydrothermal manifestations along the western coast of the bay,
rom Santispac beach and Concepción Posadas, down to the Mapa-
hitos cove (Fig. 10).
The granitic basement outcrops in the central part of the
oncepción Peninsula and has K–Ar age of 78.4 ± 2.9 Ma.  It is over-
aid by a Cenozoic sequence (Comondú Group) of volcanic and
olcano-clastic rocks (Lira, 1984). In the area, Pliocene volcanism is
epresented by the Cerro Mencenares volcanic complex. Umhoefer
t al. (2002) assigned an age of 0.5 Ma  to the domes at Punta
encenares (rhyolitic) and Punta Púlpito (obsidian). The NW–SE
triking fault system in the area has been related to the exten-
ion processes that occurred from the Miocene to the Pliocene.
ore recently, this system was affected by NE–SW strike-slip faults,
hich control geothermal ﬂuid circulation (CFE, 1996).
In the Bahia Concepción hydrothermal system, diffuse subma-
ine venting occurs in the intertidal region, and at the ocean ﬂoor;
ents are found from 5 to 15 m depth. There is also episodic gas dis-
harge over a more than 1 km2 area. In the area of diffuse ﬂow, the
emperature varies from 50 ◦C at the ocean bottom to 87 ◦C within
he sediments (at 10 cm depth). There are also subaerial hot springs
hat discharge on the beach.
The water from the subaerial and submarine hydrothermal
anifestations is more dilute than seawater and is enriched in
a, Mn,  Si, Ba, B, As, Hg, I, Fe, Li, HCO3 and Sr. There is mixing
f local meteoric water and seawater, as shown by the isotopic
omposition of the spring water. The composition of the thermal
nd member was calculated assuming a linear mixing model (Prol-
edesma et al., 2004). The chemical compositions of the subaerial,
ntertidal and submarine springs show partial equilibrium, but
ore reliable temperature estimations are obtained by using the
alculated thermal end member composition; the equilibrium
emperature was estimated to be 225 ◦C (Prol-Ledesma et al.,
004). In addition, temperature calculations for the intertidal
pring waters using the Na/K geothermometer (Giggenbach, 1988)
ield values ranging from 166 to 233 ◦C.
In the Bahia Concepción area the only electric surveys that have
een reported, were performed by CFE (1996). Two  geoelectrical
ections deﬁned the main aquifer and identiﬁed a possible geother-
al  reservoir in the fractured andesitic strata of the Comondú
ormation, below the aquifer. However, the extent of the reservoir
as not determined.
basaltic andesites; (5, 6) Comondu Group: volcanic and volcano-sedimentary con-
tinental rocks; (7) Comondu Group: marine deposits; (8) hydrothermal springs and
vent sites (after Bustamante-García, 1999; Ledesma-Vázquez and Johnson, 2001;
Rodríguez-Díaz et al., 2010).
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.6. Comondú
The groups of geothermal manifestations in the Comondú area
Fig. 1) are San Siquismunde-El Volcán, Agua Caliente and El Cen-
avito (Fig. 11), which are located in the central part of the state of
aja California Sur (CFE, 1996).
San Siquismunde and El Volcán locations are
6◦28′26′ ′ N–111◦27′58′ ′ W and 26◦27′30′ ′ N–111◦33′30′ ′ W
espectively. The geothermal manifestations in San Siquismunde
re hot springs and steaming ground; both are associated with
ecent volcanic activity, which is represented by Quaternary
asaltic lava ﬂows and rhyolitic domes (Ramírez-Silva and Canul-
zul, 1986). There are intertidal hot springs that have temperatures
etween 69 and 72 ◦C, the three subaerial springs have tempera-
ures of 46 ◦C, and temperature measured in steaming ground vary
rom 58 to 60 ◦C (Lira, 1985; Ramírez-Silva and Canul-Dzul, 1986;
asarrubias-Unzueta and Leal-Hernandez, 1994).
The Volcán geothermal area (also known as San Nicolás el Vol-
án) is characterized by steaming ground with temperatures of
0–70 ◦C (Lira, 1985) and intermittent springs can be observed after
ainy season.
El Centavito geothermal area occupies an extension of 1.5 km2
n the San Juan Bautista Londó Valley (Fig. 11) to the east of
ierra La Giganta (CFE, 1996). El Centavito and El Imposible are
wo hot wells with temperatures of 49 ◦C and 46 ◦C, respectively
Lira, 1985; Tovar-Aguado, 1986; Casarrubias-Unzueta and Leal-
ernandez, 1994; Bigurra, 1997).
The Agua Caliente geothermal zone location is
6◦14′15′ ′ N–111◦24′45′ ′ W,  it contains only two springs with
emperatures of 32 and 59 ◦C; in addition, Casarrubias-Unzueta
nd Leal-Hernandez (1994) and Bigurra (1997) report a hot
ell (38 ◦C) and a fumarole (62 ◦C) surrounded by hydrothermal
lteration (silica, sulfur and iron oxides). A 500 m depth explo-
ation well was drilled nearby the hot springs, the bottom hole
emperature was 97 ◦C but no water samples were reported
Casarrubias-Unzueta, 1998).
The stratigraphic column at Comondú shows at its bottom an
ligocene-Pliocene volcano-sedimentary sequence that includesal manifestations (after Ramírez-Silva and Canul-Dzul, 1986; Casarrubias-Unzueta
the Salto and Comondú Formations, with tuffs and sandstones of
the Boleo Group. Four volcanic cycles can be identiﬁed with ages
ranging from Middle to Late Pliocene; their composition varies from
andesitic to rhyolitic (Ramírez-Silva and Canul-Dzul, 1986).
In the Agua Caliente and El Centavito geothermal areas there
are outcrops of volcanic, volcano-sedimentary, intrusive and sedi-
mentary rocks. The Mencenares volcanic complex is located to the
northeast, where the most recent volcanism produced basaltic lava
ﬂows (CFE, 1996).
The whole area is affected by three fault systems with directions
NW–SE, NNW–SSE and NE–SW. As in the northern part of the Penin-
sula, the NW–SE and NNW–SSE systems are the most important
for the geothermal point of view, as most surface manifestations
are associated with them and they disrupt the entire stratigraphic
column (CFE, 1996).
The chemical compositions of the water from the area’s hot
and warm springs have been reported by several authors (Lira,
1985; Prol-Ledesma and Ortega, 1988). Hot spring waters are
in partial equilibrium, the highest geothermometric temperature
(222 ◦C) corresponds to the San Siquismunde samples, and the
lowest (162 ◦C) was  obtained for the Agua Caliente spring (Na/K
geothermometer; Giggenbach, 1988).
Geophysical surveys in the San Siquismunde and El Volcán
geothermal areas were carried out by CICESE (Espinosa et al., 1997;
Flores-Luna et al., 1999; González-Morales, 1998). These studies
included time-domain electromagnetic (TEM) soundings and a cor-
relation with gravity data. The results do not provide conclusive
evidence of a geothermal reservoir, but a conductive layer inferred
from TEM data can be associated with one close to El Volcán. At
San Siquismunde there is a high conductivity body related to the
hydrothermal manifestations, and at Punta Púlpito the intrusion
of (saline) seawater hindered the identiﬁcation of the conductivity
anomalies associated with anomalous temperatures (Fig. 12).
CFE (1996) carried out 15 Vertical Electric Soundings (VES) in the
Agua Caliente geothermal zone and identiﬁed an area of geothermal
interest hosted in the Comondú Formation, which is composed of
sandstones, conglomerates, tuffs and breccias (Fig. 12). The same
study by CFE (1996) covers the El Centavito area (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 12. San Siquismunde, El Centavito and Agua Caliente areas. Review of the geophysical surveys (after Flores-Luna et al., 1999; CFE, 1996, 2000).
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The San Siquismunde-El Volcán area yields the highest tem-
erature and the conductive anomalies in the prospected zone
llow a preliminary estimation of the reservoir volume of 4.5 km3,
ssuming a maximum thickness of 600 m.  According to the geo-
hysical data, the maximum volume of the reservoirs at El
entavito and Agua Caliente were estimated 0.2 km3 and 0.15 km3,
espectively.
.7. Los CabosRecent geothermal investigations of coastal hydrothermal sys-
ems in the Baja California Peninsula indicated the existence of
hermal anomalies and hydrothermal activity at Los Cabos areatations (after Báncora-Alsina and Prol-Ledesma, 2008).
(Fig. 1; Báncora-Alsina and Prol-Ledesma, 2006; López-Sánchez
et al., 2006).
In the Los Cabos area there are Cretaceous meta-sedimentary
rocks, resulting from Cretaceous granitic intrusions, which are
overlaid by Miocene volcanic and volcanic-clastics (Fig. 13);
basaltic and andesitic dikes cut the granite (Aranda-Gómez and
Pérez-Venzor, 1988). The granitic rocks are probably related to the
Puerto Vallarta batholith found across the Gulf of California (Schaaf
et al., 2000).The predominant structures in the region are the N–S oriented
150-km long San José del Cabo Fault and the San Bartolo fault
(Fig. 13). The San José del Cabo fault is the eastern limit of the Los
Cabos Province, and it is characterized by a 1000 m escarpment
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013).
hat deﬁnes the San José del Cabo basin (Fletcher and Barry, 2000;
rreguín-Rodríguez and Schwennicke, 2013).
Intense fracturing in the southern part of the Baja California
eninsula was identiﬁed by image processing (Báncora-Alsina and
rol-Ledesma, 2008); it showed a network of WNW  sinistral strike-
lip faults in Los Cabos block in addition to the previously known
a Paz, San Juan de los Planes, San Bartolo and San José del Cabo
aults (Fig. 13).
Chemical and isotopic analyses of the area’s thermal waters
ndicated that they are of sodium-chloride type, show strong
ixing with seawater, and are enriched in Hg, Ba, Mn, I, B, Li,
s and Cs (López-Sánchez et al., 2006). Na/K geothermometer
Giggenbach, 1988) indicates equilibrium temperatures between
68◦ and 245 ◦C. The isotopic composition of the thermal water
lots between that of the local seawater and of that of the waters
f the Guaymas submarine thermal vents, indicating that seawater
redominated in the Los Cabos geothermal reservoir.
Geophysical surveys done in the southern part of the Penin-
ula were restricted to gravity, magnetic and seismic regional
tudies (Gallardo et al., 2005; Munguía Orozco et al., 2006). The
esults allowed to deﬁne the crustal structure in the area, but did
ot provide information on the presence of a shallow geothermal
eservoir. However, the elevated geothermometric temperature
uggests that there is a high-enthalpy hydrothermal reservoir at
os Cabos.
.8. Wagner-Consag basinsThe Wagner and Consag pull-apart basins are located in the
orthern part of the Gulf of California (Fig. 1). The Cerro Prieto Fault
imits them to the north and the Wagner Fault to the east (Fig. 14).
o recent volcanism has been reported in this area; however,Fig. 15. Guaymas Basin. Bathymetry and location of the northern and southern sub-
basins. Stars: DSDP drilling sites; dots: heat ﬂow measurements (after Becker and
Fisher, 1991).
seismic activity is high along the Wagner and Cerro Prieto Faults
(González-Escobar et al., 2009).
Acoustic soundings identiﬁed more than 300 gas vents in both
basins, between 65 and 150 m depth, over 2240 km2 area (Prol-
Ledesma et al., 2013). Most oceanographic studies focused on the
tectonic characteristic of the area in order to deﬁne the pull-apart
character of the basins (Hurtado-Artunduaga, 2002), which are con-
strained by large faults that penetrate down to more than 2000 m
(Persaud et al., 2003). The Wagner and Consag Faults, the most
important ones, allow ﬂuids to ascend the ocean bottom. The ﬂuid
discharge is dominated by gas, which is composed by [CO2] = 78%
and [CH4] = 22% (Prol-Ledesma et al., 2013).
Geophysical studies conﬁrm the presence of many active faults
in the basins, and of a sedimentary column more than 5 km sedi-
ment thick (González-Escobar et al., 2009). The average heat ﬂow
in the Wagner and Consag Basins is 1875 mW/m2 (Henyey and
Bischoff, 1973; Prol-Ledesma et al., 2013), which is more than 15
times the mean oceanic heat ﬂow (Davies and Davies, 2010). Hydro-
thermal activity occurs over more than 2240 km2 and the average
heat ﬂow indicates an energy discharge of at least 4000 MWt.
4.9. Guaymas Basin
The Guaymas Basin is located in the central part of the Gulf of
California (Fig. 1). It has a maximum depth of 2005 m and consists
of two  N25E oriented sub-basins (north and south) that are 30 and
50 km long, respectively (Fig. 15; Lonsdale and Becker, 1985).Data from the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP; wells 477, 478
and 481; Curray et al., 1982) deﬁned the lithology of the basin. The
sediment column is less than 1 km thick, containing diatomaceous
and calcareous deposits, detritic clay minerals, feldspars, quartz
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Table 2
Estimated surface heat discharge of the three submarine geothermal systems included in this study. The mean heat ﬂow was calculated taking into account all published
data.  The minimum and maximum values were delimited by ±one standard deviation (outliers were excluded). The energy calculation corresponds to thermal MWt.
Submarine hydrothermal systems Measured heat ﬂow (mW/m2) Venting area (km2) Heat discharge (MWt)
Basins Min  Mean Max  Min  Mean Max
Wagner-Consag 999 1875 2651 2240 2238 4200 5938
Guaymas 111 453 795 54 6 24 43
Alarcón 213 297 381 
Total  
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prospects are: Ensenada, San Felipe, Puertecitos, San Siquismunde,ig. 16. Alarcón Basin. Location map  and bathymetry Dark dots: heat ﬂow measur-
ng  sites (after Lewis, 1983).
nd 2–4% organic carbon (Van Andel, 1964). The sedimentary
equence includes basaltic sills that are the expression of the
xtensional tectonics that forms new oceanic crust (Einsele, 1985).
The chemical composition of the Guaymas ﬂuids is within the
bserved ranges for deep submarine vents. However, in addition
o the interaction with the basaltic sills, the ﬂuid also shows the
ffects of interaction with the organic matter within the sediments
German and Von Damm,  2003). Von Damm et al. (1985) calculated
 reservoir temperature of 315 ◦C by using the silica geothermome-
er (Fournier et al., 1982).
Seismic studies indicate the presence of a magmatic chamber
n the basin and a sedimentary column that is 700–1000 m thick
Curray et al., 1982). The more than 400 heat ﬂow measurements
hat have been done (Becker and Fisher, 1991) show that in the
asin heat is transported by conduction and convection; the com-
uted mean heat ﬂow is 453 mW/m2. The high heat ﬂow areas (the
orth and south sub-basins) extend over 24 and 30 km2, respec-
ively. The area of hydrothermal manifestation in the Guaymas
asin is well constrained by the numerous studies allowing to esti-
ate an energy output exceeding 40 MWt.
.10. Alarcón Basin
The Alarcón Basin is located in the southern end of the Gulf
f California, 100 km north of the East Paciﬁc Rise 21◦ N (Fig. 1).
his area has been studied for more than 50 years, but only
ecently hydrothermal vents were observed (MBARI, 2012). The
rst indication of seaﬂoor spreading came from the presence
f magnetic anomalies that pointed to a dispersion velocity of
9 mm/yr (DeMets, 1995).1700 362 505 648
2606 4729 6629
The bathymetry of the area (Fig. 16) shows the presence of “en
echelon” faults compatible with those of the San Andreas Fault
system observed from the north all through the Gulf of California
(Rusnak et al., 1964). In the Alarcón Basin the rifted area lacks a sed-
iment cover, while seismic studies indicate the presence of oceanic
crust (Larson, 1972). There are no reports on the chemistry of the
basin’s hydrothermal ﬂuids, but heat ﬂow measurements indicate
intense heat discharge. Reported heat ﬂow values vary from 92 to
427 mW/m2 (Lewis, 1983; Fisher et al., 2001), with a mean value of
294 mW/m2. The anomalous heat ﬂux area extends over 1700 km2,
which amounts for a heat discharge of about 500 MWt  (Table 2).
5. Volumetric “heat in place” and heat discharge
calculation
The identiﬁcation of a “geothermal prospect” requires the
knowledge of the subsurface characteristics of the reservoir, which
are generally obtained from geophysical data (van Wees et al.,
2013). Previous sections describe the information available on the
geothermal systems of the Baja California Peninsula (except Cerro
Prieto and Las Tres Vírgenes), but suitable geophysical data for
reservoir volume estimation are only available for the Ensenada,
Puertecitos, El Centavito, Agua Caliente and San Siquismunde areas.
Therefore, “heat in place” calculations were only performed for
those systems, and the values given in the tables (see below) were
obtained using a Montecarlo method and correspond to 10%, 50%
and 90% probabilities. In the case of the submarine systems, the
estimated thermal energy outputs were computed considering the
areas where hydrothermal manifestations have been observed and
heat ﬂow measurements were done (± one standard deviation-no
outliers).
Table 1 summarizes the calculated electricity output (in MWe)
of the studied continental and coastal geothermal prospects, using
the parameters given in the methodology section for the Monte
Carlo simulation, and the temperature and volume estimated from
the chemical and geophysical data. For a 50% probability the total
energy output is more than 400 MWe.  On the other hand, Table 2
shows the thermal energy discharged by the submarine hydro-
thermal systems (in MWt); the total exceeds 6000 MWt.
6. Summary
The data available on the active hydrothermal systems of the
Baja California Peninsula allow to estimate the reservoir parame-
ters required to calculate the energy content of ﬁve subaerial and
coastal geothermal prospects and give a preliminary evaluation of
the geothermal potential of this region. In addition, the heat dis-
charged by the submarine systems was  estimated, adding more
than 6000 MWt  to the region’s computed geothermal resources.
The systems that can be considered as promising geothermalEl Centavito and Agua Caliente, with a total estimated potential of
more than 400 MWe  (Table 1). This would be enough to satisfy the
increasing energy needs of this region, specially taking into account
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hat the geothermal resource is distributed all along the Peninsula
nd may  be utilized in areas that presently are not connected to
he Mexican national electrical grid. Additional detailed evalua-
ions of each of the Peninsula’s geothermal systems may  prove the
easibility of developing and exploiting some of them in the future.
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